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Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector. The 
dimensions of the detector are 25~m in 
height and 44~m in length. The overall 
weight of the detector is approximately 
7000~tonnes.
Crucial for measurement and identification 
of electrons : tracker, calorimeters & 
magnetic field
General view of ATLAS
calorimeter system
Inner detector (tracker) system
1
Drawing showing the sensors and structural elements 
traversed by a charged track of 10GeV pT in the barrel 
inner detector (eta=0.3). The track traverses successively 
the beryllium beampipe, the three cylindrical silicon-
pixel , the four cylindrical double layers of barrel 
silicon-microstrip sensors(SCT) and approximately 















The EM calorimeter half barrel and cryostat calorimeter module
calorimeter module
in cryostat (testbeam)
Layers and granularity ( x ) in barrel:
Presampler (0.025 x 0.1) 
Strips (0.003 x 0.1)
Middle (0.025 x 0.025)




p = pedestal 
a = optimal filtering
f,g = ADC  GeV
Cluster: sum of cell energies over all layers 
Mainly the low energy electrons are strongly
affected by material in front 
the calorimeter and shower 
fluctuations
Average energy loss vs. | | for E =100 GeV
electrons before the presampler/strips 
(crosses/open circles), and reconstructed 
energies before/after (solid/open boxes) 
corrections







 Offset: energy lost by ionisation in the dead material 
in front of the calorimeter.
 W0: correcting for energy lost in front of calorimeter 
by pre-showering electrons. 
 W01: empirical correction for the energy lost 
in the dead material between the presampler and 
the first compartment.
 : out of cluster correction and sampling fraction 






















200 GeV electrons 200 GeV electrons
modulation: a larger fraction of the cluster energy will be 
contained in the window when the particle hits at the center of a 
cell than if it hits near an edge
modulation: due to the accordion shape of 
the EM calorimeter
100 GeV electrons in barrel 100 GeV electrons
Correction in : small bias in the f measurement which 
depends on the average shower depth with respect to the 
accordion structure (and thus on | |).
Correction in : Due to the finite granularity of the 
readout cells, these measurements are biased
towards the centers of the cells.
Energy resolution (ATLAS simulation) Energy resolution (ATLAS simulation) Linearity (ATLAS simulation)
Linearity (2002 of liquid 
argon calorimeter module)
Energy resolution (2002 testbeam of
liquid argon calorimeter module)
Remark: 
• A complete overhaul of the electron identification cuts is well 
on the way. No official results are available yet. The aim is to 
have robust cuts for the very first data.  (robust: less 
dependent on cross-talk effects, less pT and material 
dependence)
• This list of variables and the definition of loose, medium, 
tight is valid for the results presented here but is likely to 
change significantly in the near future.
• Other methods for electron ID are being developed 
(likelihood, BDT, etc) . They are not mentioned here as they 
are believed to be less robust for first data.
Standard identification of electrons in ATLAS is based on rectangular cuts 
performed on calorimetric (EM, hadronic) and tracking variables. Three reference 
set of cuts for electrons have been defined: loose, medium and tight. Material and 
pT dependence are clear issues here.
Electron efficiency & jet rejection
Expected efficiencies for isolated and non-isolated electrons and corresponding jet background rejections for the four 
standard levels of cuts used for electron identification. The results are shown for the simulated filtered di-jet and minimum-
bias samples, corresponding respectively to ET -thresholds of 17 GeV (left) and 8 GeV (right). The three bottom rows show 
the fractions of all surviving candidates which fall into the different categories for the medium cuts and the two sets of 
tight cuts.
Electron efficiency in H4e events.
Remark: Recent (preliminary) 
developments have significant 
impact on these results. Large 







e,γ, π, p, μ
(1 to 350 GeV)
 Full slice of the barrel detector
 Magnet with horizontal field (1.4 T)
 Inner detector, tracker (silicium pixels, 
scilicium strips planes, Transition 
radiation detector)
 LAr electromagnetic calorimeter
 Hadronic calorimeter (Tiles)
 Muon chambers
 Main goals of the CTB
 Test the detector performances with 
final or close to final electronics 
equipment, TDAQ infrastructure 
and reconstruction software.
 Validate the description of the 
data by MonteCarlo simulations 
down to energies of 1GeV to 
prepare the simulation of ATLAS 
data.
 Perform combined studies in a set-
up very close to ATLAS (e.g. 
combined calorimetry, and ID-
calorimetry).
 The energy linearity obtained after application of the longitudinal weights to 
the cluster sampling energies for 4 different material configurations in front of 
the calorimeter cryostat: no material, 25, 50 and 75mm of Aluminum. These 
configurations correspond to the amount of material in ATLAS in different eta-
regions. A 0.5% non-linearity is observed
Remark: spread of the data-points at the level of 0.2% or less is seen for fixed 
beam energy. The variations from one energy point to another can be attributed 
to the systematics of the CTB setup itself. In particular, changes to beam 
conditions (collimator openings, beam-optics magnetic fields) seem to have large 
effects in the relative beam energy (systematics of beam line included in the 
error bars).
1.6 X0 1.9 X0
2.2 X0
2.5 X0
Energy resolution for 4 
different material 
configurations comparing MC 
and data after the applying 
longitudinal weights.
Remark: The resolution 
worsens at the 
approximate rate of 
0.5%/√E per 30%X0
increment of the material in 
front of the calorimeter.
E1/E2 is sensitive to the material distribution in 
front of the LAr calorimeter. The increase in the 
mean of the data distributions by 20-25% for 
0.3X0 is well reproduced by the MC.
This dependence can be used in ATLAS to develop a 
calibration procedure where the longitudinal weights 
will be varied in accordance to the change in E1/E2
Material distribution in inner detector & in front of EM calorimeter
Cluster corrections Expected performance (resolution/linearity)
Electron energy calibration
The 2004 Combined Testbeam (CTB) 
CTB energy linearity & resolution for electrons (9-250 GeV)
Electron Reconstruction & Calibration




- Performance of the ATLAS liquid argon barrel calorimeter in the 2004 combined test beam.
J.Phys.Conf.Ser.160:012049,2009. 
- Expected Performance of the ATLAS Experiment - Detector, Trigger and Physics.
arXiv:0901.0512
- The ATLAS Experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. JINST 3:S08003,2008.
- Energy linearity and resolution of the ATLAS electromagnetic barrel 
calorimeter in an electron test-beam. Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A568:601-623,2006
Position correction
Main goals for 2010:
Energy scale: Predicted from test-beam to ~ 2-3%. 
Goal: verify this to << 1% at Z peak with ~ 10 pb-1
Linearity: 
Predicted to be excellent from test-beam, 
~ 0.2% over high-energy range and ~ 1% over 1-10 GeV range
Goal: verify this to < 1% comparing J/ , and Z with ~ 10-100 pb-1
Inter-calibration:
Goal: measure to < 0.5% using E/p and Z to ee by end 2010 
Resolution:
Goal: derive response function from Z to ee versus with 200 pb-1
Alignment of ID and EM calorimeter
Goal: establish alignment to ~ 0.2 mm with few pb-1 using b,c to e
Material mapping in front of EM calorimeter
Known from construction drawings and weighing of parts to few % X0
Goal: map with data to 5% X0 by summer 2010, 1-2% X0 by end 2010 using photon 
conversions and mix of other sensitive but less direct methods
Efficiency measurements
Goal: measure to ~ 5% accuracy (coarse granularity) with 10 pb-1? Achieve ~ 1-2% 
accuracy with different methods and samples with 200 pb-1?
